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Tests were oarri~d out jn the small wind tunnel of the
G8ttir.genestablishment, on a complete model of the AIZGD I Air-
plane (See Fig. 1). The agreement between the model and the com-
plete airplane applies particularly to the wings, which have ribs
cut out of sheet metal, and built up in exactly the szuneman- ;
ner as irithe actual airplane. These ribs are assembled upon a
steel spar and.secured by intermediate soldered strips with
the individual ribs set at the correct angle of incidence. In- ~
stead of using a fabric covering for the wing framing, the ‘ T
—.
spaces between the-individual ribs were filled with F“lasterof ~—
Paris. ~
All control surfaces were adj~stable and could be placed ~
-.
at any desired angle; whils a spirit-level> placed in the In- .‘-
terior of the wooden body of the model so as to be visible from ~
the outside, was set coincident with a horizontal engine crank- ~,
shaft axis, thereby facilitating the -placingof the model in
-
the correct Fosition. The rncdelwas not fitted with a propeller,
* From Technische Eerichte, Volume 111, Part 2.
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so that the effect it vould produce dces nGt appear in the
accompanying test data. Figure 1 shows the principal di-
mensions of the model, as well as particulars regarding
t-hemore imFortant angles of incidence.
Numerous series of tests were mrr:ed out with this
model, in which one or other of the c&trol svrfac:s were
adjusted to var~ous angles, while t’heothers remained in
their neutral positions.
wring the first three series of tests, the stabilizer
was set at a positive s,nqleof 30 45’ re=tive to the axis
of the engine crankshaft, in accordar.ce~ith the data given
on the drawings - after which further tests at ~.60 30r angle
were made. Finally, the model was tested with the tail group
removed.
With the,elev&\ors set in the prescribed positions, the
lift, the drag, and the moments abo-~tan axis passing
through the center of.gravity and perpendicular to the plane
of symmetry were measured. All three sets of readings are
given as absolute coefficients, (See tables 1 tc 4). In Oy-
der to obtain these coefficients, the readings.obtained for
the lift and the drag have been divided by the product of
q/100 and the area of the entire supporting surface
s = 1480 cm2 (229.4 in=) – the area representing the space
occupied by the fuselage on the .Iowerwing, i.e., the product







eluded in the tot%d wing area. The moments, siriilarly,refer
-3-
to this surface and the ~ximwl chord of the ~pper wings, ~e–,
‘n% ~-ivi~edby the product of the wing area and the maxir”dm
,
upper wing chord, S c = 1’7908cm3 (1092.82 in3}.
In these tests, where one of the other control surfaces .
~~s deflected from its neutral ~osition, the moment produced.




through the center of
ferred to above, and i
the surface was also neas~~ed. The
is abotitan axis Fass~ng through the
parallel to the aTis of the engine , .
of the yawing moment (Cn) Fasses
,-
gravity, perpendictir to the axis re-







The coefficien~ for both “~heselattez mcrlls:.-:s:“:e . k.-
~“~-ual::~~-J *4
dividihg the readings obtained by the same product of the max- :
*
imum upper wing chord and the wing area, as mhen determining the
.
pitching moment Cfii.The moments are considered positive if the=””
.—*
.
rotation produced by then, when observed in the direction of: 3
-4-
their positive axis, is clockwise.
The yawing moment produce~ by
.
the setting of the ailer- ‘
ons “~asnot measured, since it is negligible com~red with the
moment produced by the rudder, attaining a maximum ofipnly
1* units.
The data obtained are plotted in Figures 2 to 5, so
the lift curves for the several Fositions of the oontrol
that
sur-
faces are always on the left, while the corresponding moment
values, dependent upon these lift coefficients, are to the
right. /’
.




Experj.mentswith Variation in the Elevator Adjustment.
Stabilizer 3° 45’.


















































































































































Experiments @,th Y~r~ation in the Elevator Adjust,nent.
Stahi3.izer30 451.





















































































































































































































































































Experiments with Variation in the Elevator Adjustment.
Stabilizer 3U 45:. .-




































































































































ExPerii~er~tswith Variation in the Elevator Adjustnientt
Stabilizer 3° 45’.






















































































































































































































































with Variation in tke Elevator Adjustment.
Stabilizer”3° 45!.
















































































Experiments with Vaziation in the Rudder Adjustment,
Stabilizer 3° 451.
























































































































































































Experiments with Variation in the Rudder Adjustment.
Stabilizer 3° 451.





























































































































































Experiments with Variation in the Rudder Adjustment.
Stabilizer 3° 451*

























































































































































































Experiments with Variation in the Rudder ~djustment.
Stabilizer 3° 451.

















































































































































































A 16 “- .
Table 3.



















































































































































































































































































































































Experiments with Variations in the Aileron Adjustment.
Stabillze,r3“ 45!,










































































































































Experiments with Variations in the Aileron Adjustment.
Elevator 0° -
Stabilizer 3° 45[.































































































































































































































Experiments with Vartaticns in the Elevator Adjustment
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Experiments with Variations in the Elevator Adjustment













































































































































Experiments with Variations in the !?levatorAdjustment
and also with~-at‘Mil Group, —.
Stabilizer 6° 30’.





























































































































































































































































































Table 4 (Cont.) .
Experiments with Variations in the Elevator Adjustment
and also without $ail Group.
Stabilizer 6 301.
.











































































































































with Variations in the Elevator Adjustment
and also without Tail Group.
Stabilizer 6° 30?.

































































































































Angle of a~tack at
Rib 7-30301~llPper
“ 17–2°30‘~wing














fLength 503 mm 19.80 in,)
Vidtll yO ~~-( 2.76 in:)





773 mm 121 mm 833 CE12
I30643 ”in.
4,’?6in, 129,11 ina
735 m 92 m 5EH3CKP



































Model of the Aeg 131airplane
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